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In April, production shutdowns in a number of manufacturing industries, falling energy product prices, the closure of
many retail stores, and weaker demand due to physical distancing measures related to the COVID-19 pandemic,
resulted in drastic decreases in Canada's exports and imports.

Exports fell 29.7% to $32.7 billion in April, the lowest level in more than 10 years. Imports were down 25.1% to
$35.9 billion, a value not seen since February 2011. These declines, in both absolute value and percentage, are
unparalleled, as monthly decreases of this magnitude have never been observed.
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Note(s): Data are on a balance of payments basis and are seasonally adjusted.
Source(s): Table 12-10-0121-01.

Canada's merchandise trade deficit with the world widened from $1.5 billion in March to $3.3 billion in April. Despite
this increase, it is important to note that trade deficits of more than $3 billion are not uncommon, most recently
occurring in February 2019 (deficit of $3.4 billion).

In real (or volume) terms, exports were down 19.9% in April and imports fell 24.8%.

https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/t1/tbl1/en/tv.action?pid=1210012101
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Chart 2
Contributions to the monthly change in exports, by product, April 2020
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Source(s): Table 12-10-0121-01.

https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/t1/tbl1/en/tv.action?pid=1210012101
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Chart 3
Contributions to the monthly change in imports, by product, April 2020
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Source(s): Table 12-10-0121-01.

Automotive sector shutdowns account for the largest decrease in exports and imports

Motor vehicles and parts showed the largest decreases in both exports and imports. These declines came as total
trade for these goods was already at its lowest level in nearly five years in March.

The value of exports of these products fell from $6.4 billion in March to $1.1 billion in April, the largest decline ever
observed. Due to production shutdowns in all motor vehicle assembly plants in Canada, exports of passenger cars
and light trucks posted the largest decrease, falling 84.8% to $659 million. In 2019, the monthly average export
value for these products was $5.2 billion. Since no new vehicles were manufactured in April, the low level of exports
represented vehicles from inventory as well as used vehicles.

Exports of engines and parts (-84.0%) also fell significantly in April. In addition to disruptions in the Canadian
engine and parts manufacturing industry, motor vehicle production shutdowns in the United States contributed to
the decrease in Canadian deliveries of engines and parts to American assembly plants in April.

Imports of motor vehicles and parts fell from $8.2 billion in March to $1.9 billion in April, another unprecedented
decline. Imports of passenger cars and light trucks (-90.0%) posted the largest decrease. The widespread
production shutdowns in motor vehicle manufacturing throughout the world and lower demand for new vehicles
across Canada were responsible for the decline in these imports in April. Imports of engines and parts also fell
sharply (-68.3%), mostly due to vehicle production shutdowns in Canada, but also to shutdowns in the production of
engines and parts in the United States and Mexico.

https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/t1/tbl1/en/tv.action?pid=1210012101
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Chart 4
Exports and imports of passenger cars and light trucks, and motor vehicle engines and parts
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Note(s): Data are on a balance of payments basis and are seasonally adjusted.
Source(s): Table 12-10-0121-01.

In May, most auto assembly plants in North America gradually resumed production, which should lead to increased
trade in the coming months. However, given physical distancing restrictions, complexities surrounding restarting
supply chains, and low demand for new vehicles, a return to pre-COVID-19 production levels is not expected in the
near term.

Trade in energy products falls sharply

Energy products were a key contributor to the April decline in exports and imports. Exports of energy products fell
by $3.6 billion, the largest decrease on record. This drop was led by a sharp decline in crude oil exports, which
fell 55.1%. Reduced demand for energy products in April due to confinement measures resulted in a drastic
decrease in crude oil export prices, as well as lower export volumes.

https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/t1/tbl1/en/tv.action?pid=1210012101
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Chart 5
Canadian exports of crude oil and bitumen
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Source(s): Table 12-10-0121-01.

Despite the recent increase in market prices, crude oil export prices are likely to remain low in May, as crude oil
price fluctuations are generally observed in export data with a certain delay.

Imports of energy products fell by more than half in April, driven mostly by significant decreases in crude oil imports
(-61.0%). As with exports, the drop in demand led to lower prices and volumes in April. Volumes were also down
because of the partial or complete closure of a number of Canadian refineries that import crude oil. Imports of
refined petroleum products (-67.3%) also fell in April on lower prices and volumes.

Trade in consumer goods declines

Because many retail stores were closed in April and the demand for consumer products fell due to lockdown
measures imposed in every province, imports and exports of consumer goods also fell considerably in April. The
decrease in imports of consumer goods (-11.6%) was the largest since 1988. All but 4 of the 20 product groups in
this section fell, with imports of clothing, footwear and accessories (-33.6%) showing the largest decline. A number
of retail stores that were closed in April gradually reopened in May.

Of the four product groups that showed increases, imports of pharmaceutical products (+9.7%) grew for a third
consecutive month. Moreover, imports of carpets, textile furnishings and other textile products (+31.4%) reached a
record high, driven by imports of medical face masks from China. Alcoholic beverage imports (+9.0%) also reached
a record in April.

https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/t1/tbl1/en/tv.action?pid=1210012101
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The United States contributes the most to the drop in Canada's international trade

While total trade declined $25.8 billion in April, total trade with the United States fell $23.4 billion, representing more
than 90% of the decrease in Canada's trade activity in April. The impact of COVID-19 on the Canadian and
American auto manufacturing and energy product industries—which are heavily integrated—accounted for most of
the decline observed in trade with the United States.

Exports to the United States fell 35.7%, while imports were down 35.3%. As a result, Canada's trade surplus with
the United States narrowed from $3.5 billion in March to $2.2 billion in April.

Chart 6
Canada's imports and exports with the United States
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When the average exchange rates of March and April are compared, the Canadian dollar lost 0.6 cents US relative
to the American dollar. This follows a strong decrease in the Canadian exchange rate from February to March,
which resulted in inflated export and import values in March.

Exports to countries other than the United States decreased 11.7% in April. The strongest declines were in exports
to Germany, the United Kingdom and Mexico. Imports from non-US countries were down 6.3%, primarily due to
lower imports of motor vehicles and parts from Mexico, Japan and Germany. Following significant declines earlier
this year, imports from China (+30.8%) rebounded in April, mainly on higher imports of computers and peripherals
as well as textiles (face masks).

As a result, Canada's trade deficit with countries other than the United States widened from $5.1 billion in March to
$5.4 billion in April.

https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/t1/tbl1/en/tv.action?pid=1210001101
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Chart 7
International merchandise trade balance
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Source(s): Table 12-10-0011-01.

Revisions to March merchandise exports and imports

Imports in March, originally reported as $47.7 billion in the previous release, were revised to $48.0 billion in the
current month's release. Exports in March, originally reported as $46.3 billion in the previous release, were revised
to $46.4 billion.

Due to the unprecedented changes in trade activity resulting from the COVID-19 pandemic, atypical results may be
observed within international merchandise trade statistics, and larger than usual revisions may be applied in future
months.

Trade in medical and protective goods

The article "Trade in medical and protective goods, April 2020" was released today. Following the recent publication
of trends in trade in medical and protective goods, this article provides a summary of Canada's international trade of
these goods in April 2020, including an overview of imports of personal protective equipment.

Monthly trade in services

Monthly exports of services decreased 20.5% to $8.1 billion in April, while imports of services fell 30.7% to settle at
$7.8 billion.

https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/t1/tbl1/en/tv.action?pid=1210001101
https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/en/catalogue/45280001202000100027
https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/n1/daily-quotidien/200604/dq200604c-eng.htm
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Combining international trade in goods and services, exports declined 28.0% to $40.8 billion in April, while imports
were down 26.2% to $43.7 billion. As a result, Canada's trade deficit with the world for goods and services
combined totalled $2.9 billion in April.

Note to readers

Merchandise trade is one component of Canada's international balance of payments (BOP), which also includes trade in services,
investment income, current transfers, and capital and financial flows.

International trade data by commodity are available on both a BOP and a customs basis. International trade data by country are available
on a customs basis for all countries and on a BOP basis for Canada's 27 principal trading partners (PTPs). The list of PTPs is based on
their annual share of total merchandise trade—imports and exports—with Canada in 2012. BOP data are derived from customs data by
making adjustments for factors such as valuation, coverage, timing and residency. These adjustments are made to conform to the
concepts and definitions of the Canadian System of National Accounts.

For a conceptual analysis of BOP versus customs-based data, see "Balance of Payments trade in goods at Statistics Canada: Expanding
geographic detail to 27 principal trading partners."

For more information on these and other macroeconomic concepts, see the Methodological Guide: Canadian System of Macroeconomic
Accounts (13-607-X) and the User Guide: Canadian System of Macroeconomic Accounts (13-606-G).

Data in this release are on a BOP basis and are seasonally adjusted. Unless otherwise stated, values are expressed in nominal terms, or
current dollars. References to prices are based on aggregate Paasche (current-weighted) price indexes (2012=100). Volumes, or
constant dollars, are calculated using the Laspeyres formula (2012=100).

For information on seasonal adjustment, see Seasonally adjusted data – Frequently asked questions.

Revisions

In general, merchandise trade data are revised on an ongoing basis for each month of the current year. Current-year revisions are
reflected in both the customs and BOP-based data.

The previous year's customs-based data are revised with the release of the January and February reference months, and thereafter on a
quarterly basis. The previous two years of customs-based data are revised annually, and revisions are released in February with the
December reference month.

The previous year's BOP-based data are revised with the release of data for the January, February, March and April reference months. To
remain consistent with the Canadian System of Macroeconomic Accounts, revisions to BOP-based data for previous years are released
annually in December with the October reference month.

Factors influencing revisions include the late receipt of import and export documentation, incorrect information on customs forms,
replacement of estimates produced for the energy section with actual figures, changes in classification of merchandise based on more
current information, and changes to seasonal adjustment factors.

For information on data revisions for crude oil and natural gas, see "Revisions to trade data for crude oil and natural gas."

Revised data are available in the appropriate tables.

Real-time data table

Real-time table 12-10-0120-01 will be updated on June 15.

Next release

Data on Canadian international merchandise trade for May will be released on July 2.

https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/en/catalogue/13-605-X201400414107
https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/en/catalogue/13-607-X
https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/en/catalogue/13-606-G
https://www.statcan.gc.ca/eng/dai/btd/sad-faq
https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/en/catalogue/13-605-X201400214100
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Table 1
Merchandise trade: Canada's top 10 principal trading partners – Balance of payments basis,
seasonally adjusted, current dollars
  April 2019r March 2020r April 2020 March to April

2020
April 2019 to April

2020

    millions of dollars   % change

Total exports 50,373 46,430 32,658 -29.7 -35.2
United States 37,555 34,726 22,321 -35.7 -40.6
China 2,163 1,793 2,065 15.2 -4.6
Mexico 679 629 348 -44.7 -48.8
Japan 944 1,103 1,192 8.1 26.2
United Kingdom 1,795 1,516 1,182 -22.0 -34.2
Germany 440 796 421 -47.1 -4.2
South Korea 453 376 392 4.4 -13.5
Netherlands 465 357 422 18.3 -9.3
Italy 296 373 305 -18.3 3.1
Belgium 292 228 259 13.4 -11.4

 
Total imports 51,705 47,956 35,909 -25.1 -30.5
United States 33,536 31,130 20,145 -35.3 -39.9
China 4,015 3,095 4,046 30.8 0.8
Mexico 1,757 1,438 709 -50.7 -59.6
Japan 1,003 1,019 632 -38.0 -37.0
United Kingdom 743 684 951 39.0 28.0
Germany 1,364 1,272 918 -27.8 -32.7
South Korea 684 660 559 -15.3 -18.2
Netherlands 602 378 334 -11.7 -44.5
Italy 557 595 411 -30.9 -26.2
Belgium 388 361 349 -3.4 -10.2

 
Trade balance -1,332 -1,526 -3,251 ... ...
United States 4,019 3,596 2,176 ... ...
China -1,852 -1,302 -1,982 ... ...
Mexico -1,079 -810 -362 ... ...
Japan -58 84 560 ... ...
United Kingdom 1,052 831 230 ... ...
Germany -925 -476 -497 ... ...
South Korea -230 -285 -167 ... ...
Netherlands -136 -22 88 ... ...
Italy -262 -222 -107 ... ...
Belgium -96 -133 -90 ... ...

r revised
... not applicable
Note(s):

Totals may not equal the sum of their components as a result of rounding.
Countries listed are Canada's top 10 principal trading partners based on annual 2018 total merchandise trade data.

Source(s): Table 12-10-0011-01.

https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/t1/tbl1/en/tv.action?pid=1210001101
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Table 2
Merchandise trade: North American Product Classification System1 – Balance of payments basis,
seasonally adjusted, current dollars
  April 2019r March 2020r April 2020 March to April

2020
April 2019 to

April 2020

    millions of dollars   % change

Total exports 50,373 46,430 32,658 -29.7 -35.2
Farm, fishing and intermediate food products 3,293 3,544 3,531 -0.4 7.2
Energy products 10,001 8,354 4,711 -43.6 -52.9
Metal ores and non-metallic minerals 1,737 1,615 1,750 8.3 0.7
Metal and non-metallic mineral products 5,817 5,435 4,323 -20.5 -25.7
Basic and industrial chemical, plastic and rubber

products 2,868 2,600 2,174 -16.4 -24.2
Forestry products and building and packaging

materials 3,676 3,487 2,990 -14.3 -18.7
Industrial machinery, equipment and parts 3,509 3,211 2,359 -26.5 -32.8
Electronic and electrical equipment and parts 2,494 2,268 1,909 -15.8 -23.5
Motor vehicles and parts 7,472 6,359 1,089 -82.9 -85.4
Aircraft and other transportation equipment and parts 2,197 1,967 1,316 -33.1 -40.1
Consumer goods 5,869 6,089 5,203 -14.5 -11.3
Special transactions trade2 323 307 242 -21.2 -25.3
Other balance of payments adjustments 1,117 1,194 1,062 -11.1 -4.9

 
Total imports 51,705 47,956 35,909 -25.1 -30.5
Farm, fishing and intermediate food products 1,765 1,895 1,673 -11.7 -5.2
Energy products 3,368 2,725 1,264 -53.6 -62.5
Metal ores and non-metallic minerals 1,244 1,074 1,607 49.6 29.2
Metal and non-metallic mineral products 3,179 3,185 3,356 5.4 5.5
Basic and industrial chemical, plastic and rubber

products 3,868 3,861 3,341 -13.5 -13.6
Forestry products and building and packaging

materials 2,280 2,182 1,939 -11.1 -15.0
Industrial machinery, equipment and parts 5,994 5,298 4,133 -22.0 -31.1
Electronic and electrical equipment and parts 5,990 5,351 4,997 -6.6 -16.6
Motor vehicles and parts 9,746 8,199 1,878 -77.1 -80.7
Aircraft and other transportation equipment and parts 1,980 2,135 1,033 -51.6 -47.8
Consumer goods 10,526 10,363 9,156 -11.6 -13.0
Special transactions trade2 766 783 817 4.4 6.7
Other balance of payments adjustments 1,000 906 716 -21.0 -28.4

r revised
1. International merchandise trade data are based on the 2017 North American Product Classification System.
2. These are mainly low-valued transactions, value of repairs to equipment, and goods returned to country of origin.
Note(s): Totals may not equal the sum of their components as a result of rounding.
Source(s): Table 12-10-0121-01.

https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/t1/tbl1/en/tv.action?pid=1210012101
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Table 3
Canada's international trade in goods and services – Balance of payment basis, seasonally
adjusted, current dollars
  March 2020r April 2020 March to April 2020

    millions of dollars   % change

Exports      
Goods 46,430 32,658 -29.7
Services 10,202 8,114 -20.5
Goods and services 56,632 40,772 -28.0

 
Imports      
Goods 47,956 35,909 -25.1
Services 11,280 7,813 -30.7
Goods and services 59,236 43,722 -26.2

 
Balances      
Goods -1,526 -3,251 ...
Services -1,079 302 ...
Goods and services -2,605 -2,949 ...

r revised
... not applicable
Note(s): Totals may not equal the sum of their components as a result of rounding.
Source(s): Tables 12-10-0011-01 and 12-10-0044-01.

Available tables: 12-10-0011-01, 12-10-0099-01, 12-10-0119-01, 12-10-0121-01 to 12-10-0128-01 ,
12-10-0136-01, 12-10-0140-01 and 12-10-0144-01.

Definitions, data sources and methods: survey numbers 2201, 2202, 2203 and 5295.

Because of the current situation, the product "International Trade Explorer" (71-607-X) will not be updated
with revised data published in the current month.

Customs-based data are now available in the Canadian International Merchandise Trade Database
(65F0013X).

The updated Canada and the World Statistics Hub (13-609-X) is now available online. This product illustrates
the nature and extent of Canada's economic and financial relationship with the world using interactive graphs
and tables. This product provides easy access to information on trade, investment, employment and travel
between Canada and a number of countries, including the United States, the United Kingdom, Mexico, China,
Japan, Belgium, Italy, the Netherlands, and Spain.

For more information, contact us (toll-free 1-800-263-1136; 514-283-8300;
STATCAN.infostats-infostats.STATCAN@canada.ca).

To enquire about the concepts, methods or data quality of this release, contact Benoît Carrière
(613-415-5305; benoit.carriere@canada.ca), International Accounts and Trade Division.

https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/t1/tbl1/en/tv.action?pid=1210004401
https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/t1/tbl1/en/tv.action?pid=1210001101
https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/t1/tbl1/en/tv.action?pid=1210012801
https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/t1/tbl1/en/tv.action?pid=1210012101
https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/t1/tbl1/en/tv.action?pid=1210009901
https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/t1/tbl1/en/tv.action?pid=1210011901
https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/t1/tbl1/en/tv.action?pid=1210001101
https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/t1/tbl1/en/tv.action?pid=1210014001
https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/t1/tbl1/en/tv.action?pid=1210013601
https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/t1/tbl1/en/tv.action?pid=1210014401
http://www23.statcan.gc.ca/imdb/p2SV.pl?Function=getSurvey&SDDS=2203
http://www23.statcan.gc.ca/imdb/p2SV.pl?Function=getSurvey&SDDS=5295
http://www23.statcan.gc.ca/imdb/p2SV.pl?Function=getSurvey&SDDS=2201
http://www23.statcan.gc.ca/imdb/p2SV.pl?Function=getSurvey&SDDS=2202
https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/en/catalogue/71-607-X
https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/n1/pub/71-607-x/71-607-x2019005-eng.htm
http://www5.statcan.gc.ca/cimt-cicm/home-accueil?lang=eng
https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/en/catalogue/65F0013X
http://www.statcan.gc.ca/eng/stathub
https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/en/catalogue/13-609-X
mailto:STATCAN.infostats-infostats.STATCAN@canada.ca
mailto:benoit.carriere@canada.ca

